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Caroline FISCHER
GROUPE ESC DIJON BOURGOGNE
(Burgundy School of Business), France
Bachelor Program
September-December
2017 - 2018 Academic year

«My stay here was very nice, I really enjoyed Moscow and people were very
helpful. The students in my class were always here to help, to answer questions.
Russia is an amazing country, and Moscow an amazing city with a lot of things to
do and explore. There is a lot of activities, and with winter coming, with my
friends we can't wait to go ice skating on the red square and all around the city!
My stay here was such an experience that I absolutely don't regret and I learned a
lot about the Russian culture (which was of course the main purpose). I hope I will
be able to come back to explore more the country.
I would like to thank the partnership between IBS RANEPA and BSB Dijon to
create such opportunities for students. It permit to learn a lot (about another
country and about ourselves)»
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Mathilde DAUDIN
GROUPE ESC DIJON BOURGOGNE
(Burgundy School of Business), France

Bachelor Program
September-December
2017 - 2018 Academic year

«I came for a semester in Russia because I think it was the opportunity to discover
a country that changes the ordinary and to stand out from my comrades who is
rather oriented towards English-speaking countries. In addition, Russia is a
country that attracted me a lot because I am passionate about classical dance and
poetry so what better than to discover the country that saw birth Swan Lake or
Pouchkine's poems.
This semester in Russia has been very inspiring for me, I have met great people
and Moscow is a really hectic city. During the short vacation we also went to
discover St. Petersburg which is very charming.
I just regret not having more enjoy because of my health problems. It was very
frustrating to refuse to do certain activities be obligated to shorten my semester
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... However, a big thank you to the teaching team that allowed me to spend my
partial from France and rest. A big thank to Zemfira Galimullina for listening and
kindness. It is with beautiful photos and beautiful memories that I return to
France and I hope to return soon to Russia, discover new aspects of this beautiful
country.»
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Ankur GUPTA
India, 2-year program
Master Program
September-June
2016 - 2018 Academic years

«I moved to Moscow in September of 2016 to pursue my Masters in International
Management (MIM) from IBS RANEPA. This has been nothing short of a life
changing experience for me.
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Being in the final year of a relatively specialized degree, I can reflect that IBS
RANEPA has provided me with an opportunity to explore an array of different
possibilities for my future, most of which I would not have been aware of without
attending this prestigious institution. This, combined with their continual
dedication & commitment to improve the quality of service to the students, is
what makes IBS RANEPA so unique.
Most importantly, IBS RANEPA has strong academic ties with other reputed global
institutions because of which there are large number of exchange students
arriving from across Europe & the world which gives us an insight into new
cultures. This gave me a unique opportunity to make friends & business network
across the world.
And living in Russia has been an absolute delight for me. While the country has a
vibrant lifestyle with nightclubs, pubs & bars etc, it also has that traditional old
world charm & somehow makes you feel at home. Russian cities are among the
most beautiful ones in the world & the alluring architecture is just breathtaking.
Living in Russia was something like I had never experienced before. People are
open, friendly & very hospitable.
I have been to Saint Petersburg, Petrozavodsk, Tomsk, Sochi, Kolomna, Yaroslavl
& Kostroma & each city of Russia has charmed me more than the last one. I
especially liked Tomsk & Sochi a lot apart from the usual travel destination that is
Saint Petersburg»
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Edouard DE RODELLEC
Neoma, France
Master Program
September-December
2017 - 2018 Academic year

«I really appreciated my stay in Moscow, which proposed a lot of activities and
visits. It’s a beautiful city, with good restaurants, beautiful parks, safe and clean
streets. In IBS RANEPA, I found interesting courses delivered mostly by English
speaking Russian professors. Before my stay and again during it, I received a
precious help from Zemfira Galimullina, the international program coordinator,
especially concerning administrative stuffs. Russian students are also very kind
with foreigners, which permit to have good working conditions in class and during
group tasks»
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Andrew SOUTHWORTH
USA, 2-year program
Master Program
September-June
2017 - 2019 Academic years

«I've greatly enjoyed my experience thus far at IBS RANEPA. The administrative
process of arriving in Moscow was easy and smooth. Margarita Zelenina (my
Russian student helper) was great in helping me get settled in, and went above
and beyond the call of duty to make me feel welcome. Interactions with
administration, albeit seldom, have been helpful and easy. I was admittedly a bit
nervous to attend school in such a faraway country but have found it quite easy
to adapt to life within Moscow. The city is both exotic and familiar, with new and
exciting sights, sounds and smells. I've greatly enjoyed diving in to all the city has
to offer a student like me.
Academically the program has met my expectations in many ways. Visiting
professors have been great and have actively engaged all of us students in many
ways in and out of the classroom. I've really enjoyed working with such a diverse
group of international students. There really isn't a similar domestic opportunity
to get so much foreign exposure. The questions and discussions that I have in
such an international program have been really great in broadening my horizons
and management capacity. There was a bit of a learning curve for me in terms of
classroom rules and expectations, as things are quite a bit different in the United
States. At this point I'm well adjusted in terms of managing expectations. My
favorite part actually has been my Russian language courses. The professor is
really engaging and pushes us aggressively to learn this difficult language.
The only other thing that would be cool to add to the program would be to
engage some of the international students in a further manner across the IBS
RANEPA campus. I know a lot of us would love the opportunity to further engage
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with Russian students by helping out or interacting with courses that relate to our
countries or languages. IBS RANEPA students have been enthusiastic in asking
French/English speakers for help in their courses and it would be cool if we could
participate in a more integrated manner»

Churchill AROH
Nigeria, IBSA program
Master Program
September-December
2017 - 2018 Academic year

STUDY EXPERIENCES
The quality of study in my opinion is high enough to meet or compete elsewhere
internationally. This can be justified by the quality of teaching, the qualifications
and experience of the academic staff. Most of who were professors who brought
their wealth of experiences to bear in a simplified manner. To add glamour to it
was the visiting lecturers from other parts of the world.
Sufficiency: again I would consider the teaching and learning profile sufficient. It
was sufficient bases on the adopted process of teaching methodology, the
breaking into small units of work groups, individual assignments, presentations,
defense of projects, and the timely completion of the course curriculum.
ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT
This I appreciated so much especially as a foreign national without any knowledge
of the IBS RANEPA environment or Language, but was warmly received and
welcomed right from the airport to my already arranged accommodation. Again
the manner of communications and correspondences made sure I never missed
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out on any information. It was always on time, even when schedules changed it
was often communicated well ahead of time. The handle of visa registration, the
student’s orientation and willingness to respond to questions at all time. I
acknowledge that the administrative team is well coordinated and experienced.
Impression: contrary to the notion of difficult Russians I had, going by media
information and history, I was impressed with the warm friendships and
welcome. I also had to learn the “straight to matter” attitude and life style. I think
that the younger generation are more open to the outer world as I met some
enterprising ones who had travelled and willing to meet and mix. A lot of tourism
sites were very good, like the Red Square, the Monastery, War Museum, the
Metro, the dress sense for the weather and others. The not so impressive in my
opinion might be that same rigid mind-set of “why do I have to laugh about it first
impression” because everyone wears a strong serious face until job is done. So I
tend to ask how Russians relax. However, I respect the winning mentality that all
Russians I met do have in them like an inherited trait.
Meeting Expectations: obviously YES. Because before choosing to study in IBS I
had nauseous and anxious at same time of what would or would not be. But as at
today I am very pleased and satisfied that my choice was good and IBS made that
possible with all the explanations I gave above.
Opinion and Suggestion: I am finding it difficult to point on a particular area for a
suggestion but naturally there will always be room for improvements. For
instance, to collaborate with schools in Africa. It is also possible to have Country
Representatives or contacts that can help sell beautiful IBS RANEPA and Moscow
to the word
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Saad MEHMOOD
Institute of Business Management
(IoBM), Karachi, Pakistan

Bachelor Program
September-December
2017 - 2018 Academic year

« Starting with the very first thing, my life as an exchange student in Moscow
has been outstanding so far. There had been a lot of stereotypes about Russians
which got eliminated the day we arrived and encountered few people at the
airport, and so the list goes on. Upon arrival, we were warmly welcomed by the
University representative and a Russian student was appointed for providing
assistance.
Life in Russia and in Moscow particularly is very different from that of Pakistan.
Things are highly organized and categorized. Rules are followed widely e.g. traffic
rules, pedestrian rules etc. Moscow has a very efficient public transport system,
especially the Moscow Metro due to which travelling within Moscow is very easy
and cheap too. Moscow Metro is considered to be one of the most efficient one
in the world. the Moscow metro stations are very beautiful and eye catching.
There is a very high language barrier because majority people don’t understand
and speak English so we had to use the google translator.
My experience with Russian people has been very amazing. People are very
simple, kind, respectful and helpful. People do give us "being a foreigner"
advantage for instance they let us enter first in the doorways and are always
welcome to help us and provide assistance whenever needed. I have always been
helped by people in finding grocery and other items in the super market.
There is also a trend of super markets in Moscow. For instance, there are small
grocery shops in Pakistan in all the corners of the streets. If we talk about the
lifestyle, people live simple yet luxurious life style. One can see very nice and
expensive cars like BMW, Mercedes, Porsche, Audi, Volkswagen etc. on the roads
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of Moscow. People generally prefer to use branded and luxurious products in
terms of clothing. Nearly all the big brands have outlets in almost all the shopping
malls. Speaking about food and eateries, it wasn’t difficult to find Halal meat
shops in Moscow. Its very convenient and easy to find out fast food restaurants
like McDonalds, KFC, Subway and Burger King. There are also very nice
restaurants like Chaikahana chain which is very popular and has its chain in a lot
of locations around Moscow.
My experience at the university and at the campus has been really good so far.
The campus has really nice well maintained buildings. There are ample facilities
within the campus like libraries, medical shops, food courts, football ground,
basketball court, ice skating area, gym and swimming pool. As far as classes were
concerned, the classrooms are well equipped rooms with nice furniture and
projectors. The interior of the buildings is very nice, well decorated and well
maintained. Teachers Review: Our teachers were also very nice. There was always
two-way communication with the teachers. It was easy to grasp knowledge and
understand them.
Speaking about the life at the dorms, the experience has been really good so far.
We also came to know other International Students who were from France, Italy,
Spain, China, Germany and India. The administration at the dorms is also very
nice. The rooms are also very nice, cleaned, and well equipped. My coordinator
Ma’am Zemfira Galimullina has been really helpful since the day we got
nominated for the exchange program. Since then she has been always available
for help and made sure that the entire duration of our stay remains safe, smooth
and efficient.»
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Fizza SALEEM
Institute of Business Management
(IoBM), Karachi, Pakistan

Bachelor Program
September-December
2017 - 2018 Academic year

I was an exchange student at Institute of Business Studies, Moscow. Hearing of
Russia, people presumed it to be a place filled with rude people and a country
where no one ever goes. I encountered a lot more astonishing stares then
criticizing ones. Being the first girl in my family to ever visit abroad independently
was an exhilarating experience and a milestone in my life. All the stereotypes of
Russia proved wrong when I entered Moscow. It is a beautiful city with very
humble and helpful people. The only problem which any foreigner would
definitely face is the language barrier because everyone speaks Russian and
except for some school/college/university going students. Travelling becomes
very easy when one gets acquainted with the Moscow’s most efficient metro
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system. Eating out is also feasible as there are multiple worldwide food chains like
Mc Donalds, Burger king and KFC. A foreigner should be aware of the welldressed, more of theatre-type dressed people near Red Square and Kremlin
because it was not expected by us for them to ask for money after insisting us of
taking a picture with them. Other than that, Moscow provides a wide ranging
product prices so it gets very easy to adjust with a tight budget. Snow usually
begins at the end of October but the municipal committee is very efficient in
clearing off the roads and providing clarity for traffic. How much the colder it gets,
it still just never stops the livings and businesses in Moscow.
Experience at IBS RANEPA

Being a part of IBS RANEPA was a prestigious thing for me. I really enjoyed
studying here and getting acquainted with their teaching methods. It was an
excellent experience of getting to know Russian students and meeting great
teachers. The credit for providing this ease definitely goes to our coordinator here
in IBS- Moscow, Miss Zemfira Galimullina; she helped us with almost everything
and helped us meeting our schedules and deadlines. Hostel life was the most
exciting part of my stay in Moscow. It was my first time to ever live so
independently without my family into an unknown place with unknown people
but I got to meet so many international students here, from Spain, Italy, America,
France, Germany, Nigeria, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, India, and China. I got to see
their lifestyle and their different and similar approaches towards anything. I got to
know about their eating habits and even got to taste their cuisines. Moreover, I
myself got so many compliments on Pakistan cuisine as most of them got to taste
our dishes. I would say the best part in the Hostel life was the Kitchen; where we
all would sit together, eat and laugh about things. I was lucky enough to get a
Spanish roommate with whom I had the best time. She was my closest friend here
and we enjoyed sharing our cultural values and relate to so many things in life.
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Mussab PERACHA
Institute of Business Management
(IoBM), Karachi, Pakistan

Bachelor Program
September-December
2017 - 2018 Academic year

«The trip to Russia via the student exchange program has been one of the most
illuminating experiences of my life. The city the university and the people have all
been part of this experience. Coming from a country that may not have much to
offer other than kindness, it has been an experience of learning growing and
experiencing the culture of Russian and foreign students.
The campus is very big in size comprising 8 buildings 2 of which are the dorms
amongst two other campuses in the city. Amongst the facilities provided by the
institution the campus itself is very complete and beautiful especially in the
winters. The facilities on campus include two fitness centers a pool, football
ground, ski ring and a health center. The location is also very convenient as the
metro station is a 10 minute walk from the campus. Among all the facilities that
are quite decent on thing does not measure up and that is the lack of English
speaking staff, as an international this was an issue which was not easy to come
over.
The accommodation is very superb as it has all the facilities from central heating
to televisions in the rooms. My particular dormitory was building 4. The room are
of reasonable size inhabiting two beds, a study table with chairs, TV, fridge etc.
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there is also availability of two kitchens to cook along with a café on the first
floor. There are also washing machines within a small room in the kitchens there
may be a need to increase the number of these rooms as people don’t always get
appointments to wash clothes due to first come first serve basis. Along with all
the facilities there is also a very beautiful view of the city from the top floors of
the buildings. There is a medical center on the 4th floor of the building where
again the staff does not speak English. There is a strict no smoking policy which is
a little unfair for the students as they would have to walk 10-15 minutes to go
outside the campus, I personally do not smoke but this rule if not amended will
lead to students smoking on campus in secrete, I recommend that smoking areas
designated for the students be made so that no complaints are made.
Moscow might just be one of the most beautiful cities in the world every place we
went was always awe-inspiring. The city was beautiful and no matter where we
went weather it was the red square Gorky Park or Moscow city the reaction was
the same. The only problem that we faced was that there was a language barrier
as preference is given to the local language rather than English. Though it was not
something that would ruin the trip. Christmas time was particularly special as the
decorations illuminated the red square, was a sight unlike any other, a sight that I
can never forget even if I tried. Amongst other cities I visited St. Petersburg which
was even more beautiful than Moscow. Nevskey prospect, palace square and all
the other sights to see were an unforgettable experience in itself
It was amazing to see how well accommodating the transportation system of the
city was. We never had to think twice to travel between places. The combination
of Moscow metro, bus service and taxi services like Uber, Gett and Yandex Taxi
makes it next to effortless to travel around Moscow or St. Petersburg.
The people of Russia were amazing they were nothing like the world makes them
up to be. The stereotype surrounding Russia was that people are extreme and
alcoholic and I found both of these to be wrong. The people here if anything are
kind and helpful. They would go out of their way to help us on countless
occasions. I am and will always be indebted to all the Russians that I interacted
with and who helped me out one way or another. Amongst the Russians we met
the other foreign students that are studying here at IBS RANEPA. Meeting all the
people with different cultures like the Italians, German, French, Indians, Spanish
even Americans really broadened our way of thinking. We have made friends that
we will always value.
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Quentin LEHRER
GROUPE ESC DIJON BOURGOGNE
(Burgundy School of Business), France
Bachelor Program
September-December
2016 - 2017 Academic year

«It was really a pleasure to study in IBS! I really enjoyed Russia; it is a beautiful
country with very nice people. I will come back for sure!
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I enjoyed learning Russian with a great teacher. Eще раз спасибо! I liked nice
content of Business English class; International Management’s teacher and its
class content were really perfect! Thank you very much for your kindness, we
spent a great time here because of IBS coordinators and management »

Léo SAVERET
GROUPE ESC DIJON BOURGOGNE
(Burgundy School of Business) , France
Bachelor Program
September-December
2016 - 2017 Academic year

«I would like to thank you all here for your support during our stay and making
our life comfortable here.
I would also want you to know that all our Russian classmates were incredibly
kind and helpful to us. They are really smart and friendly people.
We will definitely recommend IBS in our school back to friend and promote your
school, as this experience was great. I fell in love with this country and these
people here, and I'm quite sad to leave Russia...
The Russian classes were perfect, I learned a lot in Business English, which was a
really interesting course. I liked a teacher in Strategic management with a modern
approach to teaching, great work. I will definitely come back here as soon as
possible! Thank you again for everything»
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Juliette PLOUE
Montpellier Business School, France
Bachelor Program
September-June
2016 - 2017 Academic year

«I came to Moscow a year ago, following the 3rd course of Bachelor. It has been a
unique experience at all levels: the country, the city and the university. The
country is amazing, many different natures, landscape, and cities where people,
wise and open-minded, can have different cultures to share. Moscow is beautiful.
Not far for the European culture, the architecture and activities are interesting
and exotic, I've never been bored. Finally, I have been surprised how my
classmates were welcoming with foreigners, always able to help us on anything.
Most of our teachers are really good and helpful to students, and the lectures
proposed are mainly interesting and proposing both general business topics and
more specialized, such as marketing, advertising...
I have no regret of this trip to Moscow!»

Celine DEROM
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ICHEC Business management school
Brussels, Belgium
Master Program
September-December
2016 - 2017 Academic year

«I would like to thank you for all of your help! You were a great help to all of the
international students during our stay! So in the name of all the international
students of the IBS program I would like to thank you for your kindness and great
help! Kind regards, Céline»

Viktoria PESTOVA
University of Economics in
Bratislava, Slovakia
Bachelor Program
February- June
2016 - 2017 Academic year

«I was studying IBS program during the summer semester and I have great
experiences. My main aim of studying in IBS RANEPA was to improve my language
skills, to get an overview about business and economics as well as an overview
about Russia. I can say that it filled my expectations so I value it positively. I had
a chance to meet Professional professors from who I learned much new useful
information. The professors’ approach to students was absolutely open and
friendly. Living in campus was very warm, cozy and comfortable. University is
located in a good area where you can find everything what you need and from
where is a great access to the city center. Moscow is an amazing capital city
where you have lots of to discover and from which you learn a lot about history.
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So if you are planning to study in the Presidential Academy – don’t hesitate IBS
program and just take this opportunity. It is the best experience of my life!»

